REDUCING FOOD WASTE

We partner with local NGO Foodwise to raise awareness on food waste among our Team Members. In parallel, we are working on donating viennoiseries to nearby school kids.

HUMAN KEEPS PLANTS

1. KEEN ON GREEN

All of our restaurants serve the most creative plant-based, vegan, vegetarian and raw dishes labelled in green on our menus. Behind this, is our Keen on Green concept where we challenged our chefs to think about how to source more thoughtfully and make food a force for good.

AIRPLANE GURU IS EATING PLANTS

2. SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES

LUX* GRAND BAIE, MAURITIUS
PLAY – WE CARE FOR OUR LITTLE GUESTS

The kids club weekly activities revolve around five pillars: EAT WELL, MOVE, CARE, FEEL, and CREATE. The edutainment aims to get children moving daily, strengthen family bonds, engages young minds and instils a sense of care for our planet.

Little Green Fingers is a series of gardening and permaculture activities in the PLAY garden ranging from seed planting, to composting and designing a mini Aquaponics ecosystem.

OUR BOUTIQUE

Our curated selection includes locally - made Alicia Swim which uses econyl fabrics, brands like Robb & Lulu and Nuala clothing which use certified organic cotton and fabrics from recycled plastic. We have a selection of jewelry designed and made locally, and whose sales support the conservation of the endemic nature of Mauritius. We carry reef-friendly sunscreen only.

LIGHTING & TEMPERATURE

To keep the property efficient in energy use, the entire site is LED lit. Our rooms have a Smart Switching Energy Management System to ensure guests’ comfort while optimising AC and energy use. The double-glazed windows and balcony doors keep the building naturally temperate.
NORDAQ WATER SYSTEM

Nordaq’s patented water filter filters out impurities and unwanted flavours while maintaining the water’s natural salts and minerals. The system produces both still and sparkling water, chilled, ambient, or hot. The water is cooled and served directly in Nordaq’s exclusively designed glass bottles, making disposable plastic ones a thing of the past.

LET’S GROW TOGETHER

Empowering unemployed & stay at home women from the community via cooking workshops (with a certificate of completion), with the possibility to take on full-time or part-time jobs.

CSR

We continue to offer carbon neutral stays, for a small contribution towards UNFCCC registered projects in Africa or Asia. Our guests are also invited to visit the endemic forests and protected areas of Mauritius with our trusted ecologist partners, such as Ile Aux Aigrettes, Ebony Forest and Blue Bay Marine Park, three projects we are very fond of.
9. **KIDS GO GREEN PROJECT**

We lead a food scrap regrowth workshop for children to raise awareness around food waste, but also how to grow food and become more self-sufficient.

10. **LUX* ME SPA**

Our nourishing oils are sourced from neighbouring Madagascar. Besides being of excellent quality, they are also eco-certified and support fair remuneration of the cultivators. The Spa also proposes a wonderful selection of organic oils by Shirley Page. Treatment beds are all made of FSC wood and were produced in facilities run with clean energy.

11. **FITNESS CENTRE**

We’re equipped with the latest energy savvy Technogym LIVE Cardio line. All equipment in the line is made of recyclable parts. Its more compact design requires fewer raw materials which reduces its carbon footprint.

12. **COLLECTIVE CARE – EMPLOYMENT OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES**

We employ people with disabilities (Ex: Hard of hearingTM in Housekeeping / Laundry) we also provide interactive session for these Team Members through a collaboration with Inclusion Mauritius and GRF.

13. **EARTHCHECK**

LUX* Grand Baie is gearing up to achieve 5 Earths rating by Earthcheck. We want travellers to be sure they can trust us in mission to make luxury travel net positive.